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Basem Shihada, Senior Member, IEEE, and Mohamed-Slim Alouini, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—This paper proposes, and evaluates the benefits of,
a hybrid central cloud (CC) and mobile edge computing (MEC)
platform, especially introduced to balance the network resources
for joint communication and computation. The transmission is
further empowered by splitting the users’ messages into private
and common parts, to mitigate the interference within the CC and
MEC platforms. While several power-hungry, computationally-
limited unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are deployed at the
cell-edge to boost the CC connectivity and relieve part of its
computation burden, the CC connects to the base-stations via
capacity-limited fronthauls. The paper then considers the prob-
lem of maximizing the weighted sum-rate subject to fronthaul
and computation capacity, achievable rates, power, delay, and
data-split constraints. Thereby determining the beamforming
vectors associated with the private and common messages,
the computation allocations, and the data-split factors. Such
intricate non-convex optimization problem is tackled using an
iterative algorithm that relies on well-chosen discrete relaxation,
successive convex approximation, and fractional programming,
and can be compellingly implemented in a distributed fashion.
The simulations illustrate the proposed algorithm’s capabilities
for empowering joint communication and computation, and
highlight the pronounced role of rate-splitting and common
message decoding in alleviating large-scale interference in hybrid
CC/MEC networks.

Index Terms—Rate-splitting, central cloud, mobile edge com-
puting, hybrid networks, unmanned aerial vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

Today’s Internet of Things (IoT) applications involve many
relevant consumer and industry use cases, e.g., smart cities,
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modular plants, etc. For future beyond the fifth generation
(B5G) of wireless communication systems, massive IoT is
forecasted to make up to 51% of cellular IoT connections by
2027, while other use-cases extend to augmented reality, vehic-
ular to anything, etc. [2]. With massively increased number of
connected devices and increased service requirements, massive
IoT raises further challenges towards future B5G networks.
That is, B5G systems need to handle diverse requirements,
such as reliability, network density, and quality of service [3].
Conventional multiple access and interference management
schemes, e.g., space division multiple access (SDMA) and
treating interference as noise (TIN) strategies, are unsuited for
handling the enormous densification and network load devel-
opment. More specifically, SDMA and TIN are suboptimal in
cases of networks with a large number of network participants
and moderate to strong interference levels [4].

In this context, the rate-splitting (RS) multiple access
scheme emerges as a promising architecture for B5G phys-
ical and medium access control layer [4]. First proposed
in [5], RS was used for simple interference channels with
two transmitters and two receivers. In principle, RS relies
on splitting messages into multiple parts at the transmitter
side and successively decoding such messages at the receiver
side [6]. Such decoding scheme is referred to as successive
interference cancellation (SIC). In the most elemental form,
each user’s message is split into two parts, whereas only
one part, i.e., the common message, may be decoded by a
subset of users [7], [8]. Under such scheme, referred to as
RS and common message decoding (CMD), the determination
of common message decoding sets becomes a part of the
network design. RS multiple access is indeed provably able
to flexibly bridge the gap between treating the interference
as noise and decoding the interference; thereby covering the
conventional schemes as special cases [9]. In addition to its
improved interference management, RS is able to boost data
rates, reliability, and latency [4].

RS has been proven to empower communication architec-
tures operation, and is able to serve B5G network needs.
Yet, the practicality of the developed resource management
techniques under RS-enabled networks necessitates further
considerations, especially those related to the availability of
the computational resources. That is, network users, e.g., IoT
devices, are often dependent on offloading their computation
tasks, especially for computation-intensive applications, due to
their finite energy and computation resources [10]. A suitable
technique for satisfying such massive data demand is the
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cloud-based network architecture, which enables centralized
management of communication and computation resources.
However, a drawback of cloud-based networks is the long
propagation delay [11] and the need for costly, limited-
capacity fronthaul links to connect the cloud to the base-
stations (BSs). Especially for latency-critical and bandwidth-
hungry B5G use cases, moving computation and management
capabilities towards the network edge enables both latency
reduction and service quality enhancement. Such cost-efficient
and energy-saving paradigm, referred to as mobile edge com-
puting (MEC), is subject, however, to strict constraints on
power and computational resources.

To this end, this paper considers one particular hybrid
network architecture, where the central cloud (CC) connects
to central BSs so as to serve the central network users. The
cell-edge users, on the other hand, are served by resource-
limited MEC devices, especially deployed to boost the system
connectivity. The RS paradigm then imposes splitting each
user’s message into one private part decodable by the intended
user only, and a common part decodable by a subset of users.
For the ease of practical implementation, i.e., to minimize
the message passing between the CC and the multiple MEC
platforms, the paper assumes that the common message decod-
ing is restricted to users being served by the same platform
exclusively (i.e., either the CC or the MEC platform), so
as to handle the undesired intra-platform interference. The
paper then adopts such a hybrid CC/MEC architecture to
empower joint communication and computation by means
of maximizing a network-wide sum-rate, the performance
of which is a function of the allocated communication and
computation resources. In particular, the resources include the
beamforming vectors associated with the private and common
messages, the common message decoding sets, the data-split
factors, and the computation capacity. We refer to the RS
scheme utilized in this work as RS-CMD. The paper then
focuses on solving a weighted sum-rate maximization problem
subject to fronthaul capacity, computation capacity, achievable
private and common rate, per-platform power, per-user delay,
and data-split constraints. An efficient iterative algorithm is
proposed to tackle the intricate problem in a decentralized
manner across the CC and MEC platforms.

B. Related Works

The hybrid CC/MEC computation and RS-based commu-
nication resource management problem considered in this
paper is related to recent works on RS, resource management
in cloud-radio access networks (C-RANs), MEC, UAV-aided
MEC, and hybrid network architectures.

RS has been recognized as a promising interference man-
agement and multiple access scheme in the recent literature,
e.g., [4], [9], [12]–[15]. For instance, the work [4] provides
a comprehensive overview on RS multiple access including
a survey of the related state-of-the-art, discussing various
architectures and techniques, as well as providing future
research directions in the field. Similarly, a recent tutorial
paper on RS multiple access is provided by the authors in
[12], where opportunities, multiple applications, and future
network scenarios are discussed. The work [13] considers a

multi-user multiple input single output (MISO) system under
the RS strategy, where users decode parts of the interference,
and shows increased data rate performance under RS. In [9],
RS multiple access is compared to TIN and non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA). RS is shown to bridge TIN and
NOMA schemes, i.e., RS is able to bridge between treating
all the interference as noise and decoding the interference
completely, for different setups considering network load and
user deployment. Various additional studies provide theoretical
insights and promising results of the RS paradigm [14], [15];
however, the study of RS in future sophisticated networks
remains limited in breadth and depth, and so the current
paper investigates the performance of optimized RS-enabled
networks in the context of a hybrid CC/MEC setup.

From a network architecture perspective, C-RANs have
been recognized as a strong enabler to support the highly
anticipated densification and network load [16]. Resource
management in C-RANs has been the topic of various re-
lated studies [17]–[19]. For instance, to tackle the network
densification challenge, the work [17] proposes a multi-cloud
architecture introducing intra- and inter-cloud interference.
However, as [17] employs SDMA, the promising interference
mitigation capabilities of the RS paradigm are rather ignored in
[17]. Along the same lines, RS is shown to provide a multitude
of benefits compared to conventional system strategies in
multicell systems [8], [20], and cloud-based systems [7], [21]–
[27]. More specifically, RS is shown to outperform various
reference schemes in terms of sum-rate [7], [20], [22], [24],
minimum rate [8], [23], [25], spectral efficiency [21], [28],
and energy efficiency [27]–[30], to only name a few. In [8],
the authors consider a practical multicell setup and illustrate
the increased minimum rate for cell-edge users. The authors
in [23] further consider a practical RS setup under hierarchical
clustering for determining the common message decoding sets.
Such scheme is shown to outperform SDMA, NOMA, a single
common message-based RS scheme, and clustering based on
random selection. The work [28] shows that one-layer RS
yields improved performance without increasing the receiver
complexity. Such results are especially interesting from an IoT
perspective, where devices are usually constrained by battery
power and receiver complexity [22], [31].

Motivated by the scarce computational resources in IoT
devices, the massive network load, and the densification of
B5G networks, the area of mobile edge computing promises
to provide several complementary services to the network op-
erators. Under MEC, the cloud’s intelligence is moved towards
the network edge in the vicinity of the users [32]. Thus, MEC
is able to support a variety of B5G use cases, especially those
related to latency-sensitive and critical components. Several
MEC-based works focus on the computation [10], [33], [34]
and communication [11] aspects. In more detail, reference
[10] emphasizes the appreciable improvement of computation
performance and execution latency under the MEC paradigm,
and [11] provides a survey on the communication perspectives
of MEC.

Unlike the previous works on MEC networks which adopt
orthogonal access schemes, e.g., [35], [36], this paper adopts
a more general non-orthogonal transmission scheme. That is,
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we utilize RS multiple access, so as to mitigate the multi-
user inter and intra-platform interference. More specifically,
the application of RS to MEC-based networks remains limited
to a few recent works, e.g., [37]–[39]. In [37], a closed-
form expression for the computation probability, i.e., the tasks
being computed within strict time limits, in RS-aided MEC
systems is proposed. By optimizing offloading ratios and
times, the authors in [37] show that RS outperforms several
orthogonal multiple access techniques. The work [38] proposes
an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-aided MEC network, where
the UAVs act as relays and collect data from IoT devices.
The considered model in [38] focuses on minimizing the
UAV’s energy consumption subject to transmission rate and
computation time constraints. The interplay of aerial users
and high-altitude platforms for MEC is also analyzed in [39],
which adopts a reinforcement learning problem to minimize
latency and energy consumption.

Similar to [38], UAV-assisted MEC has been recognized
as a promising B5G network technique for allowing flexible
deployment, on-demand service, and enhanced connectivity
[11], [40], [41]. The utilization of UAVs, with typically strict
power constraints, calls for sophisticated joint management
of communication and computation resources in order to
optimize the system performance. Due to weak received power
and strong adjacent network interference, especially in the
B5G ultra-dense deployment, cell-edge users are often prone to
inferior service quality, which makes the development of com-
munication and computation resource management techniques
vital. Related works in this field include UAV-aided com-
munication [42]–[44] and computation [33], [45] networks.
Additional studies consider the RS scheme in UAV networks
[42], [46], [47]. These works, however, do not capture the joint
consideration of the communication and computation aspects,
i.e., constraint-wise and variable-wise, e.g., see [38], [40].

As B5G communication networks are envisioned to include
multiple access technologies in a hybrid manner, the need
to consider the interplay of a central network and edge
devices arises. Studying and optimizing the interplay of RS
together with such hybrid networks emerges, therefore, as
a timely direction to assess the true gain of augmenting
hybrid CC/MEC networks with rate-splitting access schemes,
which is studied in this paper in detail. More specifically,
in contrast to related UAV-focused literature, e.g., [40], [41],
[48], this current work extends the joint communication and
computation paradigm toward RS-aided hybrid cloud and
MEC networks. The existing works on the topic either employ
RS in C-RAN, e.g., [23], utilize UAVs to aid the RS-enabled
network, e.g., [42], or employ RS-based MEC, e.g., [37]. The
current paper becomes, therefore, the first of its kind which
considers the benefits of rate-splitting and common message
decoding in a hybrid CC/MEC system, by means of opti-
mizing the network resources, subject to delay, computation,
and transmissions constraints, considerations that fall at the
intersection of communication, computing, and networking.

C. Contributions
Unlike the aforementioned references, in this paper, we

propose a downlink hybrid CC/MEC network, where several

multi-antenna BSs and UAVs serve single-antenna network
users under the RS-CMD paradigm. The BSs are connected to
the central cloud via capacity limited fronthaul links, while the
UAVs perform communication and computation functions on
their own. The users’ messages are then split into both private
and common messages, for the sole purpose of mitigating the
interference within the CC and MEC platforms. The common
message decoding sets are chosen to suit the reasonable cloud-
edge separation, i.e., common message decoding is enabled
among either CC users, or edge computer users only. We
address a weighted sum-rate maximization problem by jointly
managing private and common messages’ beamforming vec-
tors, allocated rates, computation capacity, and data-split frac-
tions. This is performed subject to per-BS fronthaul capacity,
per-computing platform maximum computation capacity, per-
user achievable private and common rate, per-BS and per-
UAV power, and per-user delay and data-split constraints. Such
constraint considerations are, in fact, relevant for various B5G
applications, including UAV-enabled MEC for IoT and mobile
broadband reliable low latency communication (MBRLLC),
which is particularly applicable to autonomous driving and
augmented/virtual reality, see [3], [49], [50] for more details.
Specifically, the UAV power constraints account for the joint
communication and computation aspect including operational
power. The per-user delay constraints account for computation,
fronthaul, and transmission delays, all given a non-trivial RS-
CMD transmission scheme. Hence, enhancing rates of the edge
users, extending the network coverage, and enabling latency
constraints under a sophisticated interference management
scheme such as RS-CMD, relate the constraint considerations
to various B5G use-cases, e.g., MBRLLC, which relies on low
latency, reliability, and high data rates. Such mixed discrete-
continuous non-convex optimization problem is tackled using
ℓ0-norm relaxation, successive convex approximation (SCA),
and fractional programming (FP) resulting in an efficient
decentralized algorithm. Insightful simulations verify the gains
of the proposed network architecture in terms of data rate,
delay, and power consumption. The proposed decentralized
algorithm is particularly shown to overcome the centralized
version in terms of computational complexity, runtime, and
scalability. Additionally, the algorithm provides an apprecia-
ble gain as compared to conventional system strategies that
employ private information transmission only, i.e., TIN. We
note that the conference version of this paper [1] considers
joint communication and computation in a hybrid CC/MEC
network under both power consumption and latency con-
straints. Reference [1], however, does not include any rate-
splitting capabilities, and rather only focuses on deriving
numerically practical algorithms for resource optimization by
treating interference as noise. The current paper goes well
beyond [1], and substantially modifies the system model and
problem formulations by enabling RS-CMD schemes. The
paper then proposes novel RS-CMD based solutions, which
are thoroughly compared to the TIN-based solutions proposed
in [1]. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows
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1) Joint Communication and Computation Aspect in RS-
Based Hybrid CC/MEC Networks: In the studied system
model, we propose the joint consideration of network
resources allocated for communication and computation
tasks. That is, the considered network variables include
allocated computation capacities by the CC and MEC
platforms, the beamforming vectors of private and com-
mon messages, and the data-split factors. In this context,
the CC and all MEC platforms are able to flexibly adjust
such variables for maximizing the overall weighted sum-
rate performance, all while finding trade-offs for different
constraint considerations: (1) Adjusting computation and
transmission power at the battery-limited UAVs; (2)
Leveling computation, fronthaul, and transmission delay
for each user; and (3) Finding reasonable rate allocations,
data-splits, and beamforming vectors for private and
common messages, to enable sophisticated interference
management under RS-CMD.

2) Optimization Framework: We formulate a weighted sum-
rate maximization problem subject to per-BS fronthaul
capacity, per-computing platform maximum computation
capacity, per-user achievable private and common rate,
per-BS and per-UAV power, and per-user delay and data-
split constraints. The general solution to the non-convex
problem firstly relaxes the binary variables using ℓ0-norm
approximation, then utilizes an SCA approach to obtain
convex constraints, and finally utilizes FP to exploit
the fractional structure of the constraints. An efficient
iterative algorithm for resource management in hybrid
CC/MEC networks is consequently proposed.

3) Distributed Approach: A distributed solution relying on a
decentralized implementation of the proposed algorithm
across the network computing platforms, i.e., the CC
and the edge computers (ECs), illustrates the suitability
of the proposed solution for practical implementation
in hybrid CC/MEC networks. Specifically, the design
of RS and common message decoding sets suits the
reasonable cloud-edge separation, as common messages
are decodable only at users within the same associated
computing platform.

4) Numerical Simulations: Various numerical simulations
illustrate the appreciable improvements of the proposed
methods as compared to benchmark schemes. The bench-
marks in this work include a comparison of fully cen-
tralized and distributed implementations, private message
transmission only, i.e., TIN, and central cloud process-
ing only (CC-only). In particular, it is shown that the
proposed hybrid CC/MEC framework significantly out-
performs schemes which employ a central cloud only.
Rate gains of up to around 356% from utilizing hybrid
CC/MEC are reported. Most importantly, the paper re-
sults highlight how the RS-CMD scheme significantly
outperforms the private information transmission only,
i.e., TIN, in terms of average rate, power consumption,
per-user average delay, feasibility of solution, and relative
runtime decrease for various network parameters, e.g.,
strict delay and computation capacity constraints, and
for under- and overloaded networks. In addition, the

Private message
Common message
Cloud-UAV interference
Intra-cloud interference
Coordination link

User
CP UAV

Base station

Fig. 1: Network of 2 UAVs, 2 BSs, and 7 users.

distributed implementation of the proposed algorithm is
shown to perform close to the centralized solution in a
wide-range of parameters, all while achieving up to 50%
of runtime savings.

D. Notations and Organization

This paper denotes vectors, matrices, and sets as boldface
lower-case, capital, and calligraphic letters (e.g., h, H, and H),
respectively. Further, let 0N be the all-zero vector of length
N , R be the real and C be the complex field, and the real part
of a complex number be ℜ{·}. Finally, hermitian transpose,
transpose, the absolute value, and the ℓp-norm are denoted as
(·)†, (·)T , |·|, and

∥∥·∥∥
p
, respectively.

The paper is organized as follows, Section II introduces
the system model in terms of the received signal model,
network constraints and variables, and the RS-CMD scheme,
and formulates the problem. Subsequently, Section III follows
the problem reformulation steps and provides both a central-
ized and decentralized algorithm for resource management in
hybrid CC/MEC networks. Section IV then provides various
numerical results analyzing the performance of the proposed
schemes and several benchmarks. Finally, concluding remarks
are given in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this work, we consider the downlink of a hybrid
cloud/MEC-based network architecture under the RS-CMD
paradigm. Under such framework, cloud processors (CPs)
coordinate the users’ operations within the core-network. The
UAVs, on the other hand, with on-chip computation capabili-
ties, act as mobile ECs to serve the cell-edge users. The RS-
CMD scheme enables splitting downlink data into a common
and private part. Both common and private messages are
transmitted in parallel, whereas common messages are eligible
to be decoded by a multitude of users, which are associated
with the same platform, i.e., the CC or ECs, for the purpose
of interference mitigation. The core network consists of a
single cloud, i.e., the CC, connected via fronthaul links to
B multi-antenna BSs, with Lc antennas each, while the UAVs
at the edge are equipped with Le antennas each. The network
functions at the CC follow a data-sharing approach, where the
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CP at the CC performs most network functions, e.g., encoding
and beamformer design, leaving the modulation, beamforming,
and radio tasks to the BSs [18]. The ECs perform all those
tasks on their own. Contrary to related works on RS-CMD
in C-RAN, under the current system model, the rate-splitting
design happens on a per-computing platform (i.e., CC or ECs)
basis. That is, common message decoding is only possible
among CC users, treating all edge users as noise, or among
each EC’s users, treating all CC users and all other ECs
users as noise. The rationale behind such a restriction is that
a network-wide common message decoding would require a
signal-level cooperation, which is unreasonable in a distributed
hybrid CC/MEC network, where the CC and the ECs can
solely rely upon control-level coordination schemes. Fig. 1
shows an example of the considered system, which illustrates
a network of 2 BSs serving 4 central users, and 2 UAVs serving
3 users.

Let E be the number of deployed ECs, and let E =
{1, · · · , E} be the set of ECs. Since each EC is implemented
on a UAV, the edge network consists of E UAVs. Note
that throughout this work, the terms ECs and UAVs are
interchangeably used without loss of generality. The set of
BSs is given by B = {1, · · · , B}. The set of single-antenna
users is denoted by K = {1, · · · ,K}, where K is the total
number of users. In the context of CC and EC coexistence,
this paper assumes disjoint user-clusters, which are covered by
the user sets Kc ⊆ K and Ke ⊆ K, with Kc ∩Ke = ∅,∀e ∈ E
and Ke ∩ Ke′ = ∅,∀e ̸= e′. In other terms, the set of users
served by the CC is denoted by Kc, while the set of users
served by each EC e is denoted by Ke, ∀e ∈ E . Similarly, the
CC serves Kc users, while EC e serves Ke users.

We further denote the channel vector from BS b to user
k by hb,k ∈ CLc , and the channel vector from UAV e to
user k by h̄e,k ∈ CLe , where e ∈ E . The aggregate channel
vector from all BSs and UAVs towards user k is given by
hk = [hT

1,k, · · · ,hT
B,k, h̄

T
1,k, · · · , h̄T

E,k]
T . For mathematical

tractability, the paper assumes full knowledge of channel state
information at the transmitters (CSIT).

This work’s communication architecture makes use of the
RS-CMD paradigm. More specifically, the message of each
user is split into a common and a private part. In more detail,
each user’s data is split into the private part using ϵkDk, with
Dk being the data size of user k and 0 ≤ ϵk ≤ 1 being the
split factor. The common data size becomes thus (1− ϵk)Dk.
Additionally, the splitted signals spk and sck, i.e., the respective
private and common signals of user k, are transmitted by BS b
using beamforming vectors wp

b,k and wc
b,k, or by UAV e using

beamforming vectors vp
e,k and vc

e,k, respectively. Note that the
BSs’ beamforming vectors wp

b,k and wc
b,k are only defined for

CC users, i.e., k ∈ Kc, while the UAVs’ beamforming vectors
vp
e,k and vc

e,k only affect edge users, i.e., k ∈ Ke, ∀e ∈ E .
The data rate of user k consists of rpk, the private rate, and
rck, the common rate. The beamforming vectors wp

b,k, wc
b,k,

vp
e,k, and vc

e,k are occasionally denoted in the paper by wφ
b,k ∈

CLc×1 and vφ
e,k ∈ CLe×1, respectively, where φ ∈ {p, c} is

used to point to the respective private and common messages.
In the paper, we assume that the signals are zero mean, unit

mk
mc

k

mp
k

enc.

enc.

sck

spk

bf.

2
m̂2

1

y1 dec. m̂c
2

SIC

enc.
bf.h1

m̂c
1

m̂p
1

m̂1

Private message 2
Common message 2
Private message 1
Common message 1

Fig. 2: Details on the RS-CMD transceiver design for a
two user network. Here enc., bf., dec. refer to encoding,
beamforming, and decoding, respectively.

variance complex Gaussian variables which are independent,
identically distributed and circularly symmetric. Under RS-
CMD, spk is intended to only be decoded by user k. The signal
sck, i.e., the common signal of user k, may be decoded by
multiple users, which are part of the subset of users served
by the same platform, to mitigate parts of their interference,
including k itself. Therefore, consider the following list of
network definitions related to RS-CMD:

• Let the set of users decoding user k’s common message
be Mk = {j ∈ K|user j decodes sck}.

• Let the set of users, whose common messages are de-
coded by user k, be Ik = {j ∈ K|k ∈ Mj}.

• Let the decoding order at user k be πk, where πk(m) >
πk(i) refers to user k decoding common message i before
common message m.

• Let the set of users, whose common messages pose
interference to user k during the decoding of user i’s
common message, be I ′

i,k = {m ∈ Ik|πk(m) > πk(i)}.
These messages are decoded in a later stage of SIC.

For illustration, Fig. 2 shows an example of the RS-CMD
transceiver structure at the CC in details. The message mk of
user k is split into common and private parts and encoded
at the cloud. More specifically, encoding refers to a high-
level representation of the process of putting a sequence of
characters, for example letters or numbers, into a special
format for efficient transmission, e.g., by signal processing
steps such as coding and forward error correction. Afterwards,
such baseband signals and beamforming vectors are forwarded
over the fronthaul link to the BSs. At the receiver side, the
user decodes the messages according to the decoding order
πk and performs SIC, i.e., encoding the previously decoded
message, beamforming, adding the channels, and subtracting
this from the remaining received signal. Note that the design
and transmission aspects are combined for each EC. Under the
specific setup in Fig. 2, we have I1 = {1, 2}, I2 = {2}, and
π1(1) > π1(2), i.e., user 1 decodes its own messages and user
2’s common message, user 2 decodes only its own messages,
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and user 1 decodes first user 2’s common message and then
its own, respectively. The adopted method to determine these
RS-CMD sets, namely, Mk, Ik, the decoding order, and I ′

i,k,
mirrors the method used in [7] in the context of C-RANs,
and is presented in Appendix A of this paper in the context of
hybrid CC/MEC networks for completeness. More specifically,
similar to [7], this paper adopts a common message set
determination algorithm that relies on two specific parameters:
(1) The percentage of users being chosen for common message
decoding denoted by η; (2) The maximum number of SIC
steps at any user D. Network operators may choose to set
D sufficiently low to lessen the receiver complexity. More
details on determining the common message set can be found
in Appendix A of the paper.

Given the above considerations, the received signal at user
k can be mathematically expressed as

yk = h†
ka

p
ks

p
k +

∑
j∈Ik

h†
ka

c
js

c
j+∑

m∈K\{k}

h†
ka

p
mspm +

∑
l∈K\Ik

h†
ka

c
l s

c
l + nk, (1)

where nk ∼ CN (0, σ2) is the additive white Gaussian noise
and aφ

k is the aggregate beamforming vector of user k, defined
as follows

aφ
k =



[
(wφ

1,k)
T , · · · , (wφ

B,k)
T ,0T

L1
, · · · ,0T

LE

]T
,

∀k ∈ Kc,[
0T
L1
, · · · ,0T

LB
, (vφ

1,k)
T , · · · , (vφ

E,k)
T
]T

,

∀k ∈ Ke,∀e ∈ E .

(2)

Here, (2) captures the user-to-platform association, as the CC
users are only served by the BSs and EC users are only served
by UAVs. Specifically, equation (1) consists of the following
components, the received private signal of k, the common
signals to be decoded by k, all other users’ private signals, all
common signals, which are not decoded by k, and the noise,
in order of their appearance. Note that the first two terms
are desired signals, while the latter three are interference and
noise.

To jointly manage the communication and computation
network resources, this work considers the following variables:

• The beamforming vectors wφ
b,k ∈ CLc and vφ

e,k ∈ CLe

for transmitting user k’s signals at BS b and at UAV
e ∈ E , respectively.

• The computation vector f ∈ NK capturing the allocated
computation cycles to process the users data, where each
entry fk is given in cycles/s, ∀k ∈ K.

• The rate vector r ∈ RK containing the allocated user
rates. Under RS-CMD, let rk = rpk + rck.

• The data-split vector ϵ ∈ RK denoting each user’s
common and private message data-split.

As users are associated with either the CC or one of the
ECs, the aggregate beamforming vector aφ

k is group-sparse by
design. For each CC user, we may find wφ

b,k = 0Lc for some
BSs b, since not all BS serve user k. A similar statement holds
for the EC users, i.e., vφ

e,k = 0Le for some UAVs e, which do
not serve user k.

In what follows, we describe the metrics of this paper
interest, mainly, the private and common data rates, the
power consumption at the BSs and at the UAVs, the users’
transmission delays, and the computation capacity.

a) Achievable Rate: In (1), we observe each user re-
ceiving a mixture of signals, i.e., the common signals to be
decoded, its own intended private signal, and all other signals
plus noise, which pose interference. Decoding each desired
signal, we next express the different formulations of the signal
to interference plus noise ratio (SINR). Specifically, user k first
decodes all common messages of Ik, and so the SINR of user
i’s common message at user k becomes

Γc
i,k =

∣∣h†
ka

c
i

∣∣2∑
j∈K

∣∣h†
ka

p
j

∣∣2 + ∑
l∈K\Ik∪I′

i,k

∣∣h†
ka

c
l

∣∣2 + σ2
, (3)

where σ2 is the additive white Gaussian noise variance. In
(3), the common signal of i is interfered by all network private
messages and all common messages, which are not decoded at
k or to be decoded in a later SIC step. At last, user k decodes
its own private signal with SINR

Γp
k =

∣∣h†
ka

p
k

∣∣2∑
j∈K\{k}

∣∣h†
ka

p
j

∣∣2 + ∑
l∈K\Ik

∣∣h†
ka

c
l

∣∣2 + σ2
. (4)

The achievable rates of user k’s private and common message
are then expressed as

rck ≤ τ log2(1 + Γc
i,k), (5)

rpk ≤ τ log2(1 + Γp
k), (6)

respectively, where τ is the transmission bandwidth. Addition-
ally, for all CC users, keeping all signals to be transmitted by
a BS b within the limits of the finite fronthaul capacity1 Rmax

b ,
we write the fronthaul capacity constraint as∑
k∈Kc

(∥∥∥∥wp
b,k

∥∥2
2

∥∥
0
rpk+

∥∥∥∥wc
b,k

∥∥2
2

∥∥
0
rck

)
≤ Rmax

b , ∀b ∈ B, (7)

where the ℓ0-norm in (7) is a non-linear function that deter-
mines the number of non-zero elements. Thus, (7) ensures that
if BS b does not assign any power to serve user k, the rate of
k does not contribute to BS b’s fronthaul link.

b) Power Consumption: This paper considers two power
consumption metrics, P cc

b and P ec
e , i.e., BS b’s and EC e’s

power consumption, respectively:

P cc
b =

∑
k∈Kc

∥∥wp
b,k

∥∥2
2
+

∥∥wc
b,k

∥∥2
2
, (8)

P ec
e =

∑
k∈Ke

∥∥vp
e,k

∥∥2
2
+
∥∥vc

e,k

∥∥2
2︸ ︷︷ ︸

Transmission

+ se

(∑
k∈Ke

fk

)µe

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Computation

+ Qe︸ ︷︷ ︸
Operation

, (9)

where se and µe are constants that depend on the CPU model
[34]. While BSs are solely restricted in their communication

1Compared to sharing the user signals over the fronthaul links, the rate to
share the beamforming coefficients is negligible [19].
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transmit power, the mobile ECs are subject to more elaborate
power constraints. More specifically, (9) consists of transmit,
computation, and operational power, see [34], whereas the first
two are directly coupled to the optimization variables, and the
operational power Qe is fixed, accounting for flight-related
mechanical and operational power.

c) Delay Considerations: In this paper, a user’s overall
delay is a function of the following components:

Θk = Fk/fk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Computation Delay

+ Λk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fronthaul Delay

+ Dk/rk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Transmission Delay

, (10)

where Fk, Λk, and Dk denote the total computation cycles
required for user k’s task, the worst-case fronthaul delay
of all BSs serving k, and the data size for k, respectively.
More specifically, equation (10) consists of a computation
delay, i.e., the time it takes to process k’s requested task, a
fronthaul delay, i.e., the time-loss on the fronthaul link, and
a transmission delay, i.e., the latency during the wireless data
transfer. Note that for the delay of user k served by EC e, i.e.,
if k is an edge user, the fronthaul delay is rather negligible,
and is ignored in the context of our paper.

Under RS-CMD, the delay considerations change signifi-
cantly, as each user k decodes common messages of all users
in Mk (including its own common message) in addition to its
own private message. Hence, user k’s delay is coupled with the
users whose common messages are to be decoded at user k.
Specifically, under the RS-CMD setup, equation (10) becomes

Θcc
k =max

{
Fk

fk
+ Λk +

ϵkDk

rpk
,

max
k′∈Mk

{
Fk′

fk′
+ Λk′ +

(1− ϵk′)Dk′

rck′

}}
. (11)

To explain the above delay consideration, we note that (11)
consists of the same aspects as (10), namely, computation,
fronthaul, and communication delay, for private and common
messages. The first term of the max-operator in (11) denotes
the delay of user k’s private part. The second term of the
max-operator in (11) originates from the RS-CMD paradigm.
It refers to the maximum delay of all users, whose common
messages are decoded by k. In other words, since k decodes
messages from users k′ ∈ Mk, k’s delay is dependent
on the maximum delay these messages experience. In this
system model, we consider parallel computing of user data
at the computing platform (i.e., CC or ECs), e.g., by virtual
machines. Similarly, data on the fronthaul link and in the
wireless medium are transmitted in parallel, which is the
reason for using the max-operators in (11).

Please note that we denote the delay formulation at the
ECs as Θec

k , which is similar to (11) but without the fronthaul
delays Λk. In this work, the fronthaul delay is expressed as

Λk = max
b∈Bk

{
1

Rmax
b

∑
i∈Kc

∥∥∥∥wp
b,i

∥∥2
2

∥∥
0
ϵiDi

+
∥∥∥∥wc

b,i

∥∥2
2

∥∥
0
(1− ϵi)Di

}
, (12)

where Bk is the set of BSs serving user k. The rationale behind
(12) is that each BS’s fronthaul link is occupied by all the
data it transmits to its associated users. The ℓ0-norm of the
beamforming vectors thus determines whether common (or
private) data parts are forwarded over the fronthaul link.

d) Computation Capacity: In this paper, each computa-
tion platform is subject to a specific maximum computation
capacity constraint as follows:∑

k∈Kc

fk ≤ fmax
c ;

∑
k∈Ke

fk ≤ fmax
e , ∀e ∈ E , (13)

where fmax
c and fmax

e denote the CC’s and EC e’s capacity,
respectively.

A. Problem Formulation

Given the above considerations, the paper then aims at max-
imizing a weighted sum-rate by managing the beamforming
vectors, allocated rates, computation allocation variables, and
data-split factors, given by

a = [(ap
1)

T , · · · , (ap
K)T , (ac

1)
T , · · · , (ac

K)T ]T ,

r = [rp1 , · · · , r
p
K , rc1, · · · , rcK ]T ,f = [f1, · · · , fK ]T ,

ϵ = [ϵ1, · · · , ϵK ],

respectively. The mathematical formulation of the considered
problem can then be written as follows:

max
a,r,f ,ϵ

∑
k∈K

αk(r
p
k + rck) (14)

s.t. (7), (13),
rci ≤ τ log2(1 + Γc

i,k), ∀i ∈ Ik,∀k ∈ K, (14a)

rpk ≤ τ log2(1 + Γp
k), ∀k ∈ K, (14b)

P cc
b (a,f) ≤ Pmax

b , ∀b ∈ B, (14c)
P ec
e (a,f) ≤ Pmax

e , ∀e ∈ E , (14d)
Θcc

k (r,f) ≤ tk, ∀k ∈ Kc, (14e)
Θec

k (r,f) ≤ tk, ∀k ∈ Ke,∀e ∈ E , (14f)
0 ≤ ϵk ≤ 1, ∀k ∈ K, (14g)

where αk is the fixed weight associated with user k’s rate.
Problem (14)’s feasible set is defined by the fronthaul capacity
constraint per BS (7) (non-convex, mixed-integer), the maxi-
mum computation capacity per EC or CC (13) (convex), the
achievable rate per each user’s common and private message
(14a) and (14b), respectively (non-convex, fractional), the
maximum transmit power constraint per BS (14c) and per
UAV (14d) (convex), the delay constraint per CC’s users (14e)
and per ECs’ users (14f) (non-convex, fractional), where tk
denotes the maximum tolerable delay per user, and the data-
split constraint (14g) (convex). Due to the nature of the ℓ0-
norm, and the non-convexity of the feasible set, problem
(14) is a mixed-integer non-convex optimization problem. As
such problems are generally difficult to solve, our paper next
proposes a series of problem reformulations so as to devise a
numerically practical algorithm to solve problem (14).
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III. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

Given the numerical intricacies of problem (14), the paper
now proposes a practically feasible algorithm, the highlight
of which is its ability of being implemented in a distributed
fashion across the CC and the ECs. Initially, the mixed-integer
nature of constraints (7) and (14e) are tackled using a heuristic
ℓ0-norm approximation. Subsequently, SCA finds a convex
upper-bound to tackle the non-convex nature of the relaxed
fronthaul constraint, and we give an upper bound on the
fronthaul delay (12). After introducing an auxiliary variable,
FP decouples the nominator and denominator in (14a), (14b),
(14e), and (14f). Each step introduces auxiliary variables,
which either contribute to the set of optimization variables,
or are updated in an outer loop. We next present each of the
above optimization formulations in details.

A. User-to-BS Clustering

To tackle the discrete structure of the ℓ0-norm in (7), we
utilize a heuristic ℓ1-norm approximation with fixed weights
in each iteration as∑

k∈K
βp
b,k

∥∥∥∥wp
b,k

∥∥2
2

∥∥
1
rpk

+ βc
b,k

∥∥∥∥wc
b,k

∥∥2
2

∥∥
1
rck ≤ Rmax

b , ∀b ∈ B, (15)

where the weights are defined as βφ
b,k =

(
δ +

∥∥w̃φ
b,k

∥∥2
2

)−1
,

with δ > 0 and w̃φ
b,k denoting the beamforming vector from

the last iteration [19]. Due to the inverse relationship between
βφ
b,k and w̃φ

b,k, BS-user-links with low allocated power are
likely to be deactivated, as high weights pose a burden on
the limited-capacity fronthaul link. Naturally, only BS-user-
links with reasonable allocated power remain active at the end
of the algorithm. Such formulation enables the opportunity
to introduce an auxiliary variable qφb,k = βφ

b,k

∥∥∥∥wφ
b,k

∥∥2
2

∥∥
1
,

so as to obtain a bilinear formulation of (15)’s left hand
side as qφb,kr

φ
k . Define the aggregate vector qφ as qφ =

[qφ1,1, · · · , q
φ
1,Kc

, qφ2,1, · · · , q
φ
B,Kc

]T . To be able to apply the
SCA framework, e.g., see [17], write qφb,kr

φ
k as qφb,kr

φ
k ≜

1
4 ((q

φ
b,k+rφk )

2−(qφb,k−rφk )
2). Using the SCA approach enables

us to replace its concave part, i.e., −(qφb,k − rφk )
2, using the

linear first-order Taylor expansion. The reformulated fronthaul
capacity constraint (7) becomes∑
k∈K

(
(qpb,k + rpk)

2 − 2(q̃pb,k − r̃pk)(q
p
b,k − rpk) + (q̃pb,k − r̃pk)

2
)

+
(
(qcb,k + rck)

2 − 2(q̃cb,k − r̃ck)(q
c
b,k − rck) + (q̃cb,k − r̃ck)

2
)

≤ 4Rmax
b , ∀b ∈ B. (16)

Here q̃φb,k and r̃φk denote feasible fixed values, i.e., the optimal
optimization variables of the previous iteration. Similar to βφ

b,k,
q̃φb,k and r̃φk are updated after each iteration.

Under the above mentioned ℓ1-norm relaxation and SCA
approach, we may reformulate the fronthaul delay (12), which
is part of the total CC users’ delay (14e), by

Λk = max
b∈Bk

{
1

Rmax
b

∑
i∈K

q̃pb,iϵiDi + q̃cb,i(1− ϵi)Di

}
. (17)

Note that (17) denotes the worst-case fronthaul delay, as it
depends on the last iteration’s clustering variables, which
might include more users in a BS clustering set than the
current iteration’s solution. As an example, initially, all data is
transmitted over every fronthaul link, posing a strict constraint,
which is relieved with more iterations.

At this point, (16) is a convex constraint, (17) is a convex
formulation, and problem (14)’s non-convexity stems from
the achievable rate constraints (14a) and (14b) and the delay
constraints (14e) and (14f).

B. Auxiliary Variables

The highly coupled and fractional SINR expressions (3)
and (4) within the concave logarithm in constraints (14a)
and (14b) prevent from finding solutions to problem (14)
efficiently. We, therefore, introduce an auxiliary variable for
reformulating the complicated constraints (14a) and (14b) as
γ = [γp

1 , . . . , γ
p
K , γc

1,1, γ
c
1,2, . . . , γ

c
K,K ]T . Note that γc

i,k = 0
∀i /∈ Ik, k ∈ K as only a part of all users decode common
message i. The reformulated problem, by including the aux-
iliary variable γ and the relaxed fronthaul constraint (16), is
mathematically formulated as

max
a,r,f ,ϵ,q,γ

∑
k∈K

αk(r
p
k + rck) (18)

s.t. (13), (14c) − (14g), (16),
γc
i,k ≤ Γc

i,k, ∀i ∈ Ik,∀k ∈ K, (18a)

γp
k ≤ Γp

k, ∀k ∈ K, (18b)
rci ≤ τ log2(1 + γc

i,k), ∀i ∈ Ik,∀k ∈ K, (18c)

rpk ≤ τ log2(1 + γp
k), ∀k ∈ K, (18d)

βp
b,k

∥∥∥∥wp
b,k

∥∥2
2

∥∥
1
≤ qpb,k, ∀b ∈ B,∀k ∈ Kc, (18e)

βc
b,k

∥∥∥∥wc
b,k

∥∥2
2

∥∥
1
≤ qcb,k, ∀b ∈ B,∀k ∈ Kc. (18f)

Note that (18c)-(18f) are convex constraints, and so constraints
(14e), (14f), (18a) and (18b) remain the main reason for the
non-convexity of problem (18), and are therefore tackled next
in the text.

C. Fractional Programming

Based on the general FP framework developed in [51, The-
orem 2], we apply the quadratic transform in multidimensional
and complex form to reformulate (18a) and (18b) as

gci,k(a,γ) = γc
i,k − 2Re

{(
uc
i,k

)†
(ac

i )
†
hk

}
(19)

+ |uc
i,k|2

σ2 +
∑
j∈K

∣∣∣h†
ka

p
j

∣∣∣2 + ∑
l∈K\Ik∪I′

i,k

∣∣∣h†
ka

c
l

∣∣∣2
 ,

gpk(a,γ) = γp
k − 2Re

{
(up

k)
†
(ap

k)
†
hk

}
(20)

+ |up
k|

2

σ2 +
∑

j∈K\{k}

∣∣∣h†
ka

p
j

∣∣∣2 + ∑
l∈K\Ik

∣∣∣h†
ka

c
l

∣∣∣2
 ,

where u = [up
1, · · · , u

p
K , uc

1,1, u
c
1,2, . . . , u

c
K,K ]T is a vector of

complex-valued auxiliary variables. Note that (19) and (20)
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are convex functions of the beamforming vectors, in case u is
fixed. The optimal uc

i,k and up
k for fixed a can be written as

(uc
i,k)

∗ =
(ac

i )
†
hk

σ2 +
∑
j∈K

∣∣∣h†
ka

p
j

∣∣∣2 + ∑
l∈K\Ik∪I′

i,k

∣∣∣h†
ka

c
l

∣∣∣2 , (21)

(up
k)

∗ =
(ap

k)
†
hk

σ2 +
∑

j∈K\{k}

∣∣∣h†
ka

p
j

∣∣∣2 + ∑
l∈K\Ik

∣∣∣h†
ka

c
l

∣∣∣2 , (22)

respectively. Such results are obtained by setting the partial
derivative of gci,k(a,γ) and gpk(a,γ) with respect to uc

k and
up
k to zero and then solving for uc

k and up
k, respectively.

In a similar manner, utilizing the quadratic transform from
[51, Theorem 1] constraint (14e) can be formulated as

Θ̃cc
k (f , r, ϵ) = max

{
Fk

fk
+ Λk + 2θpk

√
ϵkDk − (θpk)

2rpk ,

max
k′∈Mk

{
Fk′

fk′
+ Λk′ +

Dk′

rck′
− 2θck′

√
ϵk′Dk′ + (θck′)2rck′

}}
,

(23)

where θ = [θp1 , · · · , θ
p
K , θc1, . . . , θ

c
K ]T is a vector of complex-

valued auxiliary variables. Note that the same transformation
in (23) holds for the edge users’ delay constraint (14f), except
for the fronthaul delay terms Λk, which are set to zero for
Θ̃ec

k (f , r, ϵ). Without loss of generality, we let ϵ̂k =
√
ϵk

and the new optimization variable is then ϵ̂ = [ϵ̂1, · · · , ϵ̂K ].
Thereby, constraint (23) becomes a convex function of the
optimization variables, when we fix θ. Optimal values of these
auxiliary variables are

(θφk )
∗ = ϵ̂k

√
Dk/r

φ
k , (24)

for φ ∈ {p, c}.

D. Problem Convexification

1) Problem Reformulation: Under all previously mentioned
reformulations and manipulations, the original problem (14)
is approximated by the following computationally tractable
optimization problem

max
a,r,f ,ϵ̂,q,γ

∑
k∈K

αk(r
p
k + rck) (25)

s.t. (13), (14c), (14d), (16), (18c) − (18f),
gci,k(a,γ) ≤ 0, ∀i ∈ Ik,∀k ∈ K, (25a)

gpk(a,γ) ≤ 0, ∀k ∈ K. (25b)

Θ̃cc
k (f , r, ϵ) ≤ tk, ∀k ∈ Kc, (25c)

Θ̃ec
k (f , r, ϵ) ≤ tk, ∀k ∈ Ke,∀e ∈ E , (25d)

0 ≤ ϵ̂2k ≤ 1, ∀k ∈ K. (25e)

As the objective (25) is linear and the constraints define a
convex set, problem (25) is a convex optimization problem,
which can be solved efficiently [52]. More specifically, the
solution is now computed in an iterative manner, via alternat-
ing between solving problem (25) and updating the auxiliary
variables u, θ, the weights βφ

b,k, and the feasible fixed values
(qφb,k)

′ and (rφk )
′, φ ∈ {p, c}, ∀b ∈ B, ∀e ∈ E , ∀k ∈ K.

Algorithm 1 Centralized Protocol for Resource Management

1: Initialize a and ϵ̂ to feasible values
Repeat: until convergence

2: Update βφ
b,k, q̃φb,k, and r̃φk ; update (uc

i,k)
∗ and (up

k)
∗ using

(21) and (22); update (θφk )
∗ using (24)

3: Solve convex optimization problem (25)
4: End

The detailed steps of the fully centralized protocol (FCP) for
resource management are presented in Algorithm 1.

2) Complexity of the Fully Centralized Solution: The above
FCP’s complexity depends on (a) the convergence rate of
Algorithm 1, i.e., the maximum number of iterations, and
(b) the complexity of problem (25). The convex problem (25)
can be solved using an interior-point method, where the total
number of variables is ξFCP = 2K(4 +ELe +BLc) + 2BKc

[53]. Hence, the upper-bound computational complexity of
the FCP is O(Vmax(ξFCP)

3.5), where Vmax is the worst-case
number of iterations. Note that, for fixed clustering, high-
quality beamforming vectors and computation capacities can
be found with reduced computational complexity.

E. Decentralized Resource Management

The paper now illustrates how the proposed algorithm above
is amenable for distributed implementation in the considered
hybrid CC/MEC network, with a reasonable amount of in-
formation exchange. Note that initially, the CSIT has to be
known at the CC and all ECs. This is reasonable, as, in
practice, the UAVs are employed by the network operator
under exchanging control information during UAV-operation.
Also, in this work, the RS-CMD operations, e.g., common
message decoding sets, are done on a per-CC or per-EC
basis, enabling the decentralized operation. The distribution
of optimization variables towards their respective management
entity, i.e., CC or ECs, becomes then feasible, except for
constraint (25a) and (25b), which require the CC and ECs
to exchange the following terms iteratively∑

j∈K

∣∣∣h†
ka

p
j

∣∣∣2 + ∑
l∈K\Ik∪I′

i,k

∣∣∣h†
ka

c
l

∣∣∣2 , (26)

∑
j∈K\{k}

∣∣∣h†
ka

p
j

∣∣∣2 + ∑
l∈K\Ik

∣∣∣h†
ka

c
l

∣∣∣2 , (27)

respectively. As we assume full CSIT, the CC and ECs are
able to efficiently compute (26) and (27) and then forward a
single value to all other entities. A procedure for decentralized
resource management builds upon Algorithm 1, which is
implemented at the CC and each EC and adds an additional
step between step 3 and step 4: Exchange (26) and (27)
between CC and ECs.

Protocol Central cloud Edge cloud

FCP O(Vmax(2K(4 + ELe +BLc) + 2BKc)3.5)

PDP O(V
pdp

max (2Kc(4 +B +BLc))3.5) O(V
pdp

max (2Ke(4 + Le))3.5)

TABLE I: Computational complexities.
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1) Complexity of the Partially Decentralized Protocol:
Using the partially decentralized protocol (PDP), the com-
putational complexity is substantially reduced and distributed
among CC and ECs. The computation complexity at the CC
becomes O(V pdp

max (ξPDP)
3.5), and at each EC O(V pdp

max (2Ke(4+
Le))

3.5), where ξPDP = 2Kc(4 + B + BLc) and V pdp
max is

the worst-case number of iterations. For ease of presentation,
Table I summarizes the two protocols’ complexities.

IV. SIMULATIONS

To assess the performance of the proposed algorithms,
we consider a cellular network of B BSs, each equipped
with 2 antennas, and with 400m inter-BS distance. At the
network edge, we consider E UAVs, each equipped with
two antennas, and placed at 100m altitude. The CC users
are placed randomly within the network, while 2 · E users
are placed at the cell edge in groups of two, so each UAV
would serve two users simultaneously, with minimum distance
75m and maximum distance 200m. For illustration, we set the
noise power-spectral density to −124dBm/Hz, the fronthaul
capacity to Rmax

b = 40Mbps, Qe = 100W, Fk = 108cycles,
Dk = 105bits, fmax

c = 5 · 1010cycles/s, fmax
e = 109cycles/s,

Pmax
b = 24dBm, Pmax

e = 20dBm, τ = 10MHz, tk = 750ms,
αk = 1, D = 2, and η = 0.4, ∀k ∈ K, b ∈ B, and e ∈ E ,
unless mentioned otherwise. The beamforming vectors are
initialized as maximum ratio transmitters (MRT) and the initial
data-split is ϵk = 0.8, ∀k ∈ K. In this work, we utilize the
3GPP specified pathloss pk,n(dB) = 128.1+37.6 log10(dk,n),
with dk,n being the distance between user and BS in km,
and the UAV-user channel pathloss modeled in [54], with the
pathloss component ηlos = 5, and ηnlos = 35. The adopted
channel model consists of Rayleigh fading (CN (0, 1)). Similar
to [40], we set se = 10−28 and µe = 3, utilizing a specific
CPU model.

In this work, we propose specific methods, which we refer to
as FCP RS-CMD and PDP RS-CMD, denoting the centralized
and distributed implementation of Algorithm 1 respectively.
Additionally, we consider the TIN strategy as the benchmark-
ing scheme [55], [56], whenever only private messages are
considered. We note that solving our problem under TIN
strategy is indeed a specific special case of Algorithm 1, where
all common message decoding capabilities and the RS are
deactivated. The algorithms devoted for solving the TIN case,
hereafter denoted by FCP TIN and PDP TIN strategies, are
discussed in details in the conference version of this paper
[1]. From a receiver complexity perspective, our TIN version is
less complex than RS-CMD, i.e., compared to Fig. 2, TIN has
no SIC steps. Additionally, we consider another benchmark
scheme, which relies on central cloud processing only, denoted
as CC-only. For more details, we refer to [7], which includes
special cases of CC-only RS-CMD and CC-only TIN, without
considering the MEC and delay considerations.

A. Impact of the Fronthaul Capacity

In the first set of simulations, we provide insights into the
behavior of the proposed algorithm by plotting the average rate
as a function of the fronthaul capacity Rmax

b . We let B = 4,
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Fig. 3: Average rate over the fronthaul capacity for the FCP
and PDP RS-CMD and TIN, additionally we consider the CC-
only (E = 0) special case.
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Fig. 4: Average rate of the PDP RS-CMD scheme partitioned
into the sum CC users’ and the sum of all EC users’ private
and common messages.

K = 14, and E = 2 and show the average user rate in Fig. 3.
While considering FCP and PDP for RS-CMD and TIN in
the adopted hybrid CC/MEC scheme, in these simulations, we
also consider both RS-CMD and TIN transmission schemes in
the presence of a central cloud only, which are referred to in
Fig. 3 as central cloud only RS-CMD (CC-only RS-CMD) and
central cloud only TIN (CC-only TIN), respectively.
Fig. 3 particularly shows how our RS-CMD proposed scheme
outperforms the TIN scheme for all values of the fronthaul
capacity. The figure also shows that the rates naturally in-
crease as the fronthaul capacity increases, due to the higher
throughput possibilities on the BSs’ fronthaul links. However,
we observe a saturation of the average rate for all schemes.
This is especially due to the increased levels of interference
originating from the CC at high fronthaul capacities. Such
saturation is, however, most distinctive for the TIN schemes,
which provide inferior interference mitigation capabilities as
compared to RS-CMD. That is, RS-CMD can more efficiently
manage the interference even when Rmax

b is large, and thus
outperforms TIN significantly.
Another observation stemming from Fig. 3 relates to the
comparison of the proposed schemes and the schemes without
MEC, i.e., CC-only RS-CMD and CC-only TIN. It is obvious
that the joint CC and EC setup yields enhanced rates; however,
at higher values of Rmax

b , CC-only RS-CMD performs close
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to both RS-CMD schemes. This is reasonable in view of the
strong impact of the CC at high fronthaul capacities. As a note
regarding the decentralized implementation of Algorithm 1,
it is observed that PDP performs very close to FCP in this
set of simulations. Given the reduced complexity of PDP, the
results in Fig. 3 further illustrate our proposed decentralized
algorithm’s practicality for providing reasonable performance
as compared to FCP, which makes it amenable for future
practical implementation.

We now shift the focus to the PDP schemes and highlight
further details on the rate performance of this proposed
scheme. More specifically, we show the average rate per
user by breaking the rates down into the CC users’ private
rates, all ECs users’ private rates, and the respective common
counterparts versus the fronthaul capacity in Fig. 4, both for
the PDP RS-CMD and the PDP TIN. Such illustration of
the individual computing platforms’ average rates in terms of
private and common data rate is helpful in identifying the
effectiveness trade-offs of the RS-CMD scheme at different
platforms in different interference regimes. Also, different
to Fig. 3, instead of showing the total average rates and
comparing the benchmark schemes, Fig. 4 provides further
details on the composition of individual computing platforms’
rates and the relation of private and common rates, which
is one central aspect of RS-CMD. Fig. 4 particularly shows
that both the private and common rates increase jointly as
the fronthaul capacity increases. The RS-CMD scheme is
particularly shown in Fig. 4 to outperform the TIN scheme,
especially at high fronthaul levels. As illustrated earlier, this is
due to the fact that the high-fronthaul region necessitates par-
ticularly effective interference mitigation techniques in order
to provide such high rates, which makes our proposed RS-
CMD scheme especially suited for such scenarios given its
strong capabilities at interference mitigation. Additionally, as
the bar plots in Fig. 4 do not only show the total average
rates, but also a break-down into the private and common
rate split at the CC and EC individually, we observe that
the common rate is particularly useful for the edge user.
More specifically, as compared to the CC users, the common
rates are much higher. At 100Mbps fronthaul capacity, the
ECs’ common rate even achieves similar values to its private
counterpart. Thus, interference management at the ECs seems
to be a central aspect of the proposed schemes effectiveness,
especially at high fronthaul regimes. A similar development,
yet not that intense as compared to the ECs, can be observed
for the CC. As a last observation from Fig. 4, we note a less
obvious impact of the parameter Rmax

b on the ECs rate. To
better illustrate such impact, consider the following rates: For
Rmax

b = 20Mbps, the average private rate of an EC user is
23.05Mbps and the average common rate is 15.72Mbps. In
contrast, at 60Mbps fronthaul capacity, these values increase
to 28.21Mbps and 20.67Mbps for private and common rate,
respectively. An explanation for such behavior is that in the
low fronthaul-region, single BS-user links are clustered more
prominently. To achieve the same SINR, such single BS-user
link needs more transmit power compared to multiple BS-one
user links. Thus, low fronthaul results in more transmit power
and more interference at the network edge. As a result, even if
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Fig. 5: Average rate over the number of ECs for the FCP and
PDP under RS-CMD and TIN.

the effect has only a minor impact under the current parameter
set, the fronthaul capacity parameter has an impact on the edge
users, which shows that the CC and EC are indeed coupled.

With increased rates at high fronthaul capacities, sophis-
ticated interference management in terms of common mes-
sage decoding becomes more important. The results in both
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 indeed validate the emphasized interference
mitigation capabilities of the RS-CMD scheme, the close
performance of PDP to FCP, and the coupling of cloud and
edge common and private rates.

B. Impact of the Number of ECs

In the next set of simulations, we set K = 16, B = 3, and
vary the number of ECs from E = 0 to E = 5, where for
E = 0, all the 16 users are set to be CC users, regardless
of their location. We consider RS-CMD and TIN for the FCP
and the PDP. Fig. 5 shows the average rate of all active users
in Mbps over the number of ECs.
As a first observation from Fig. 5, we note that for each
scheme the average user rate increases with E. Compared to
a network without MEC, the FCP with RS-CMD and E = 5
shows 144.7% gain in terms of average rates, and the FCP with
TIN has even 356.7% rate improvement. That is, the proposed
hybrid CC/MEC scheme is able to achieve enormous gains in
terms of average rate compared to a non-MEC setup based
on the CC only. Such gain is in essence due to the additional
communication and computation resources in the network, and
due to the enhanced availability of service conditions, i.e.,
edge users can be served more efficiently and more reliably.
Secondly, both the FCP and PDP under RS-CMD outperform
the TIN schemes significantly. Especially for low number of
ECs, FCP with RS-CMD achieves average rate more than
double the TIN performance. But even at K = 5, a rate
difference of about 7Mbps is observed. In fact, the enhanced
interference management opportunities of RS-CMD yield the
higher rate gains under the considered network setup. Interest-
ingly, in Fig. 5, the rate growth of RS-CMD lessens with more
ECs, while such behavior can hardly be observed for the TIN
schemes. This is reasonable, as the proposed system model
considers a common message decoding separation of CC and
all ECs. That is, RS-CMD may unleash its full potential
of interference mitigation in fully centralized cloud setups,
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whereas the performance degrades when less opportunities
of interference management are available. Nevertheless, RS-
CMD is still able to provide substantially higher average rates
even in decentralized setups. Fig. 5 further shows that for
both TIN and RS-CMD, FCP outperforms PDP in each point
after E = 0. While this observation emphasizes the need for
centralized resource management for optimal performance, we
note that reasonable rates may as well be achieved by the
decentralized protocol, which is much more practical in terms
of implementation, complexity, and computation time, as also
illustrated later in Section IV-E.
To conclude the above, we note that Fig. 5 underlines the
auspicious performance gains of the joint CC/MEC system
model, especially with increasing number of ECs, emphasizes
the eminent advantages of RS-CMD over TIN in terms of
average rate, and shows that the FCP yields superior rates, yet
the PDP provides reasonable performance, given its superior
practicality.

C. Residual Power at the UAVs

The system model considered in this work strongly de-
pends on the MEC capabilities provided by UAVs, which are
specifically limited in their power consumption. To briefly
recap, in this paper, the UAVs are subject to three power
consumption metrics namely, transmission, computation, and
operational power. Both the transmission and computation
power are functions of the optimization variables, and are
thus of particular interest, while the operational power is
fixed. In the following, we define the UAVs’ residual power
as the transmit and computation power after subtracting the
operational power from the maximum power, that is, the
residual power is Pmax

e − Qe in dBm. Therefore, in the next
set of simulations, we consider different residual power levels
at the UAVs for E = 3, B = 3, and K = 14. We show the
average rate of all active users in Mbps versus the residual
transmit and computation power in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6 particularly shows that the parameter Pmax

e has a
significant impact on the user rates. For the FCP, rate im-
provements of 47.5% for RS-CMD and 35.8% for TIN can be
observed when increasing Pmax

e −Qe from 16dBm to 24dBm.
Thus, RS-CMD, particularly, benefits from the increased UAV
power as both computation and transmission variables become
less constrained in terms of power limits. More transmission
power especially aids the RS-CMD as such enhancement can
significantly benefit the interference mitigation capabilities,
e.g., more power may be assigned to common messages.
Similar to previous results, in Fig. 6, RS-CMD outperforms
TIN regardless of the implemented protocol, i.e., FCP and
PDP. Such a result emphasizes the gains on the RS paradigm
for achieving higher data rates and utilizing the available
communication and computation power resources. Comparing
the FCP and the PDP, Fig. 6 outlines a reasonable gap in
terms of the average rate. Especially when the UAVs have
low powers, PDP RS-CMD has a marginal rate loss against
its centralized counterpart, which highlights the favorable
performance of the proposed scheme. In other words, with
reduced complexity and runtime, PDP RS-CMD is able to
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achieve close to the FCP in terms of average data rate in
practical setups.

Next, we illustrate the numerical dynamics of the EC power
metric expression P ec

e (9), especially those related to the
communication and computation power consumption, while
implementing the PDP RS-CMD. Note that the following
discussions and Fig. 7 exclude the operational power Qe, as
it remains constant. Fig. 7 shows three different power con-
sumption metrics per EC versus the residual power Pmax

e −Qe

in dBm for RS-CMD and TIN. In particular, Fig. 7 includes
the computation and transmission power consumption, and the
sum of both metrics denoted as total power consumption. In
Fig. 7, the total (net operational) power consists of transmit
and computation power, whereas the transmission power yields
higher values than the computation power. Since the proposed
algorithm aims at maximizing a weighted sum-rate, such
results are reasonable, as the algorithm tends to allocate
higher data rates, rather than allocating more computational
resources. Such behavior becomes even more clear through
the change of UAV power in Fig. 7, i.e., the total power
consumption increases jointly with the transmission power
consumption for larger residual UAV power. To compare RS-
CMD to TIN, we note that in Fig. 7, RS-CMD achieves
lower total power consumption as compared to TIN. While
the transmit power levels are almost equal (RS-CMD has a
marginally increased power consumption), the main difference
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Fig. 8: Average rate, average delay, and total power consumption over the sum computation capacity for the FCP RS-CMD
and FCP TIN schemes.

originates from the computational power. RS-CMD is able to
allocate less computational resources, similar transmit power
resources, and in total less power as compared to TIN, all
while providing higher data rates. This is especially interest-
ing from the perspective that RS-CMD employs double the
number of streams as TIN.
The results presented in the above simulation set emphasize
the superior performance of RS-CMD in terms of power
consumption in a wide range of UAV residual power levels. In
particular, at practical low power levels, the PDP implementa-
tion of RS-CMD performs close to the centralized solution, all
whilst having a lower complexity and runtime. This underlines
the suitability of the PDP and RS-CMD for practical B5G
systems.

D. Impact of Computation Capacities

For K = 14, E = 3, and B = 3, we now vary the compu-
tation capacities in constraint (13). In more detail, initially, we
start with fmax

c = 20 · 1010cycles/s, fmax
e = 4 · 109cycles/s and

then for each point on the x-axis divide the previous values
for fmax

c and fmax
e by two.

In Fig. 8a, the average rate is shown as a function of the sum
computation capacity. Note that the FCP TIN scheme becomes
infeasible for values greater than 26500megacycles/s, therefore
these values are omitted. Fig. 8a shows that low computation
capabilities severely deteriorate the average rate of each user.
This effect is, in particular, pronounced when observing the
average rates of CC users. Such values fall to almost 5Mbps
for 3312.5megacycles/s. Thus, based on the paper objective,
the parameters fmax

c and fmax
e greatly affect the performance

of RS-CMD.
On the same dataset, Fig. 8b depicts the average delay

per user in ms over the computation capacity. Specifically,
in Fig. 8b, the reason for FCP TIN’s infeasibility becomes
visible. At the first four points on the x-axis, TIN’s average
delay increases severely to almost the total tolerated delay tk.
Further decreasing the computation capacity, hence, leads to
the infeasibility of constraint (11). On the other hand, FCP
RS-CMD is able to keep a comparably low average delay per
user in Fig. 8b. Even at the lowest value of the illustrated com-
putation capacity, the average delay is slightly above half the
tolerated delay tk. Interestingly, with decreasing computation

capacities, both the transmission delay and the computation
delay increase. While the growth of computation delay seems
obvious while decreasing the computation capabilities at both
the CC and the ECs, the transmission delay growth requires
further elaboration. As the computation capabilities decrease,
the delays of all users naturally increase as a consequence. Due
to the coupling of the delays among users, i.e., by the common
message decoding, such delay increases may be problematic
at strict tk values. Hence, the algorithm shifts towards a more
equal distribution of all resources so as to meet each user’s
delay requirement. As one consequence, each user might be
allocated more transmission resources, e.g., transmit power,
but the average transmission delay rises, especially with strict
delay constraints.

Fig. 8c further shows the total power consumption versus
the computation capacities. While RS-CMD achieves higher
average rates with slightly less power consumption that TIN,
we note that the power consumption of both schemes decreases
jointly with the computation capacity. Fig. 8c illustrates that
the transmission powers remain almost constant, but the com-
putation power consumption decreases significantly. While at
53000megacycles/s, the computation power makes up a large
portion of the total power consumption. Fig. 8c also shows that
at 3312.5megacycles/s, the total power consumption is almost
equally partitioned into transmission and computation power.

Fig. 8a-8c illustrate the significant impact of the com-
putation capacity network parameter on the overall system
performance in terms of average rate, average delay, and power
consumption. The results show the appreciable feasibility of
FPC RS-CMD over TIN and the enhanced numerical perfor-
mance prospects of RS-CMD. RS-CMD is shown to be well
suited for a wide range of computation capabilities, which
makes it an amenable scheme for practical hybrid CC/MEC
networks.

E. Computation Time and Scalability Analysis

In this subsection, we investigate the runtime values of
different schemes and the scalability, which are both particu-
larly relevant to practical B5G resource management schemes.
Firstly, over the number of ECs, we provide normalized
runtime values for the FCP and PDP RS-CMD schemes and
the PDP TIN scheme in Table II. All runtime values are
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Number of ECs E 1 2 3 4 5
FCP RS-CMD 1 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.10
PDP RS-CMD 0.90 0.78 0.73 0.60 0.50

PDP TIN 0.58 0.53 0.45 0.39 0.31

TABLE II: Normalized runtime values over E.

Number of users K 8 10 12 14 16 18
RS-CMD (η = 0.65) 1 1.73 2.18 2.80 3.48 4.42
RS-CMD (η = 0.35) 1 1.66 2.08 2.53 3.18 4.27

TIN 1 1.45 1.92 2.30 2.75 3.05

TABLE III: Scalability as normalized runtime values over K
for PDP RS-CMD.

normalized to the FCP RS-CMD with 1 EC enabled, and
parameters are chosen according to Section IV-B. For the
FCP RS-CMD, we observe a reasonable increase in runtime
as the number of ECs increases. While more UAVs introduce
more opportunities for optimization, more variables, and more
interference, which needs to be taken care of carefully, it
is reasonable that the runtime increases for the centralized
scheme. Contrary to this, both the PDP RS-CMD and the PDP
TIN start with lower runtime values at E = 1 to begin with,
and both experience decreased runtime values with increasing
number of ECs. Such behavior is particularly relying on
the decentralized nature of the PDP, which distributes the
network variables to the CC and all ECs. As the number
of ECs increases and all other parameters are kept fixed, the
computational burden of the CC is reduced by each added EC.
Therefore, while the FCP increases its runtime jointly with
the parameter E, the PDP RS-CMD has only 50% runtime at
E = 5 as compared to its centralized counterpart at E = 1.
Comparing RS-CMD and TIN, it is noteable that TIN achieves
lower runtime than the RS-CMD scheme. However, RS-CMD
decreases its relative runtime by 40%, while TIN by 27%,
from K = 1 to K = 5. The relief of the computational
complexity by distributing the optimization variables is thus
more effective for the RS-CMD, as it naturally includes a
larger set of variables.

Secondly, the scalability versus the number of users, i.e.,
the runtime values normalized to each scheme’s runtime at
K = 8, for the PDP RS-CMD and TIN is depicted in Table III.
We consider additionally the common message decoding pa-
rameter η, and adopt the parameters from Section IV-C. The
results show that TIN yields better scalability as compared
to both RS-CMD schemes. Specifically, when doubling the
number of users, TIN has a relative runtime of 2.75, while
RS-CMD (η = 0.35) and RS-CMD (η = 0.65) have 3.18
and 3.48, respectively. Doubling the number of users thus
almost triples the TIN’s runtime, and more than triples the
RS-CMD runtime values. However, since TIN employs only K
streams, while RS-CMD employs 2·K streams, which are even
partially decoded at multiple users, such scalability increases
are put into perspective. Thus, we note that the proposed RS-
CMD scheme for hybrid CC/MEC networks yields reasonable
scalability for increasing numbers of users. Another aspect of
Table III is the reduced runtime of RS-CMD (η = 0.35) as
compared to the reference scheme with η = 0.65. It can be
concluded that carefully choosing the parameter η is especially
important in this paper system model.
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Fig. 9: Average rate versus the number of users showing the
performance in underloaded and overloaded networks.

F. Under- and Overloaded Deployment Cases

Previous simulations assume that the number of total avail-
able transmit antennas is lower than the number of network
users, i.e., the above results focus on overloaded deployment
scenarios. In such networks, wireless interference is a severe
limiting factor, and thus RS-CMD is a natural choice, due to
the enhanced interference mitigation capabilities. The rationale
behind such setup is also that one of the paper goals is to
illustrate the fundamentally numerical strength of RS-CMD
in alleviating the large-scale interference in future hybrid
CC/MEC dense networks. However, for a comprehensive
perspective, general deployment cases need to be considered.
Therefore, in the next set of simulations, we consider different
numbers of users for E = 2, B = 2, Le = 4, Lc = 4,
tk = 1000ms, and Rmax

b = 60Mbps. In such network, 16
transmit antennas serve a number of network users, which is
varied from 4 to 24. Fig. 9 illustrates both the underloaded and
overloaded deployment cases for FCP RS-CMD, FCP TIN,
PDP RS-CDM, and PDP TIN.
A general observation from Fig. 9 is that the proposed RS-
CMD scheme outperforms the TIN scheme at both moderate
and high number of users situations. The figure also shows the
relative decline in average rate of all schemes while increasing
the number of users. Such behavior is indeed reasonable,
as a greater user number yields a large overall interference.
Comparing under-/overloaded networks, we note that in the
underloaded deployment case, RS-CMD performs close to
TIN, especially for 4 and 8 users. However, when the number
of users is between 8 and 16 (moderate to high), the perfor-
mance of TIN drops significantly as compared to RS-CMD.
For instance, at 12 users, PDP RS-CMD even outperforms the
centralized TIN. In the overloaded scenario, the performance
gain of utilizing RS-CMD in the considered system model, and
its rate superiority over TIN schemes become quite noticeable.
That is, while RS-CMD achieves only minor gains over TIN at
very low numbers of users, the performance gain of RS-CMD
over TIN can be maintained in general deployment cases, i.e.,
in different under- and overloaded settings. Further, comparing
centralized and distributed implementations, Fig. 9 illustrates
that under the RS-CMD scheme, PDP can keep a constant
gap towards FCP for all considered number of users, which,
given PDPs reduced complexity and runtime, is a worthy
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Fig. 10: Convergence behavior, i.e., sum-rate in Mbps over
iterations. Consider RS-CMD for different number of ECs,
where FixCluster refers to the iteration, wherefrom the clus-
tering is kept fixed.

observation. More specifically, with better scalability, reduced
complexity, and superior runtime, PDP RS-CMD achieves
similar average rate performance to FCP RS-CMD, which
illustrates the benefits of the proposed scheme. Interestingly,
for TIN, the gap between FCP and PDP shrinks in underloaded
scenarios but becomes relatively constant in the overloaded
case.
While Fig. 9 shows the significant impact of the number of
users on the average rate, results in this section illustrate the
proposed algorithms role in the general deployment scenarios.
That is, the performance gain of RS-CMD occurs in both
under- and overloaded networks, and the proposed distributed
implementation achieves similar average rate performance
to the fully centralized implementation, thereby achieving a
constant gap towards FCP under reduced complexity.

G. Convergence Behavior

Lastly, with the same parameters as in Section IV-B, we
numerically validate the convergence behavior of the proposed
algorithms, i.e., the centralized and decentralized implemen-
tation of Algorithm 1. Fig. 10 shows the sum-rate over the
iterations for the FCP and the PDP for different number of
ECs. Thereby, Fig. 10 depicts the rapid convergence behavior
of the proposed solutions. Comparing different numbers of
ECs, we note that, similar to previous observations, schemes
with more ECs converge faster due to the distribution of
optimization variables. The decentralized nature of the PDP
has only minor impact on the convergence behavior, but yields
slightly more number of iterations. However, as per the last
subsection discussions, the PDP iterations reduce the runtime
values due to the decentralized implementation manner, which
highlights the numerical prospects of the proposed algorithm
in the context of RS-CMD applications to future hybrid
CC/MEC networks.

V. CONCLUSION

Facing a vast amount of connections, huge performance
demands, and the need for reliable connectivity, future wireless
networks are envisioned to implement disruptive technologies

that jointly spur connectivity, performance, and reliability.
To this end, this paper proposes, and evaluates the benefit
of, one particular hybrid CC/MEC platform, especially in-
troduced to balance the network resources required for joint
communication and computation. The transmission process
is further empowered by splitting the users’ messages into
private and common parts, specifically introduced to mitigate
the interference. This work particularly focuses on maximizing
the weighted sum-rate subject to fronthaul capacity, maximum
computation capacity, achievable rates, power consumption,
delay, and data-split constraints, so as to determine the optimal
allocated rates, private and common beamforming vectors,
computational capacities, and data-split factors. Thanks to
ℓ0-norm relaxation, SCA, and FP, different algorithms are
proposed to solve the intricate optimization problem. The
impact of network parameters on the physical resources is
then illustrated in the simulation results, which highlight the
prospects of the proposed algorithms for enabling efficient
joint communication and computation, especially the appre-
ciable improvements in throughputs, data processing, transmis-
sion delay, and power consumption as compared to conven-
tional system strategies. The performance gain of the proposed
scheme is maintained in general network load scenarios, i.e.,
in both under- and overloaded networks. At strong interference
levels, our proposed distributed algorithm, i.e., PDP RS-CMD,
particularly achieves reasonable gains and superior runtime
advantages, emphasizing its applicability in the context of RS-
CMD applications to future hybrid CC/MEC networks.

APPENDIX A
DETERMINING COMMON MESSAGE SETS

Finding the global optimal common message sets for each
user to decode is a challenging task, especially as an exhaus-
tive search over all possible combinations would be needed.
In this paper, based on results from [7], [57], we instead
propose a numerically practical, yet heuristic, algorithm to
determine the common messages to be decoded by a network
user. Our approach is inspired by information theoretical works
on the optimally of treating interference as noise, e.g., [58]–
[60]. Such theoretical findings suggest that the best scheduling
strategy for wireless links sharing the same resources is as
follows: The links are divided into independent groups and
only one group of links is active in a specific communication
slot. These groups are determined in such a way that each
link meets a specified TIN criterion. Links which do not
meet such criteria are usually scheduled to different resource
blocks. However, in this work, instead of scheduling wireless
links among which TIN is not optimal to other resource
blocks, we apply RS-CMD to this group of interfering links.
Hence, Algorithm (2) aims at determining two groups of users
associated with each user k. More specifically, for each user
k ∈ K, the first group receiving interference from user k does
not decode k’s common message as the interference is below a
certain threshold. The second group of users which suffer from
strong interference of user k are set to decode k’s common
message.

In more details, similar to [7], [57], the adopted algorithm
to determine the set of common messages utilizes two param-
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Algorithm 2 Set To-Be-Decoded Common Messages {Ik}Kk=1

1: Obtain CSIT; intialize MRT beamforming vectors and
achievable rates

2: Let Ik = k ∀k ∈ K
For: i ∈ {c, E} do

For: {k ∈ Ki|Rk within the η-percentile of rates} do
3: K̂ = Ki\{k}
4: Determine interference power {Ξk,j}j∈K̂

While: |Ik| < D and K̂ ̸= ∅ do
5: Ik = Ik ∪ {argmax

j∈K̂
Ξk,j}

6: K̂ = K̂\{argmax
j∈K̂

Ξk,j}

7: End while
8: End for
9: End for

eters, the maximum number of SIC steps allowed per user
D and the parameter η, which determines the percentage of
users being chosen for common message decoding. In practice,
D may be chosen by the network operator and the available
user hardware, but is likely chosen to be a small integer. The
intuition behind such a choice is as follows: When a user l
decodes the common message of user k, user l enjoys less
level of interference as it decodes part of it; however, the
common rate of user k is subject to additional constraints
and thus may negatively impact the overall sum-rate. Hence,
to balance these two effects, we use the design parameters
η and D. The detailed steps for determining the common
message sets Ik for each user are given in Algorithm 2.
The procedure utilizes the available CSIT and computes MRT
beamforming vectors and the achievable rates, e.g., see (6)
for TIN. Initially, each user is set to decode its own common
message. Then, for each computing instance, i.e., for either
the CC or each EC, Algorithm 2 checks which users are
the “weak” users according to their achievable rate. In more
details, further common messages to decode are only assigned
to users within the η-th percentile of the users’ rates connected
to this instance. For each of these “weak” users, the procedure
determines the interference levels induced by the candidate
users, i.e., all other users connected to the current computing
instance. As long as the maximum number of SIC steps is
not yet reached and the candidate user set is not empty, each
“weak” user is assigned to decode its strongest interferer.
This interferer is then removed from the candidate user set.
Given Algorithm 2’s output, i.e., Ik, ∀k ∈ K, the set Mk

can be determined for each user, whereby the decoding order
is set according to the channel strengths. We lastly note that
Algorithm 2 is heuristic as the interference threshold is solely
determined based on the effective channel response and does
not involve beamforming optimization. The numerical results,
however, show the effectiveness and superiority of our design
in the context of RS-CMD applicability to our hybrid CC/MEC
system model.
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